To Richmond Council from Jim Wright (8300 Osgoode Dr., Richmond)
re Bylaw 9712 and 2017-05-15 Public Hearing. Sent on 2017-05-10.
Please do not pass Bylaw 9712, one of the most disastrous bylaws you could ever pass.
Please refer the matter to staff to recommend the option that will best meet the
stated intents of the Guide for Bylaw Development in Farming Areas
That could easily mean House Size Option 2, which is 3261 ft2 (but about 3800 ft2
including garage). It could possibly mean Option 3, which is 3,650 ft2 (but almost
4,200 ft2 including garage). Site Economics consultant Raymond Wozny calculated
that the 4,200 ft2 (including garage) of Option 3 would be the maximum. On the pages
after this one, I’ve attached Options 1–3 and the Wozny report for easy reference.
Personally, I now believe that Option 2, a firm but fair application of the Guide, is
ideal—in the context that the useful Bylaw 9706 allows resident farmers ample
leeway while Option 2 firmly limits the rampant urban residential misuse of ALR land.
A floor area limit above that would definitely not meet the stated intents of regulating
residential uses in the ALR, which are stated in Section 2.4.6 (Guide pages 14–15).

Later in that section, the Guide illustrates how to apply the intents (Guide page 19):

The 500 m2 applies in areas of BC where the urban residential zoning caters to very
large houses—not to Richmond. That’s clear, as Richard Wozny (Site Economics
consultant) realized. Staff were probably trying to compromise with the establishment
farmers when they recommended Option 1 (essentially 500 m2), but the compromise with
that group is fully provided via Bylaw 9706. (The establishment lobby also wants to lock in
speculative value. That would be good for their net worth but not for Richmond.) Beyond
that, the community and current and future farmers will gain from Option 2 or 3.
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